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zohans life is at its saddest point when he returns to his sleepy town. suddenly, a once peaceful village will be turned into hell. civil war is raging, the town is living in fear. throughout the town, jewish and muslim families must unite to fight their common enemy, the marauding islamic groups, which have infiltrated the area. director dennis dugan does his
best with a constantly moving target in a comedy with an unlikely hero and an unlikely villain. but despite all the elaborate set pieces, the comedy doesn't develop zohans character arc or add to his story, meaning that it zohan comes off as something of a wasted opportunity. this is one of those movies where the stand-up 2-disc special edition (blu-ray +
dvd) is always better than the two-disc edition. although there were some problems with the clarity of the picture on the dvd, the blu-ray produced a much more satisfying image. i suspect the difference stems from a bit more light being taken into account by the digital cinema packages (which shoot/edit the movie) compared to the dvd process, which is

merely capturing the image at a discrete time in the course of the movie. featurettes include: best of zohan: the hairstyles of adam sandler; new york hair salon: inside the studio; the dentist and the zohan; meet the cast; the zohan goes west; meet the portraitist; have a good time; and the lost scenes. also included with this version are the press clips.
breaking bad had to be one of the most well-loved tv series to ever air and the blu-ray presents a near mint-condition version of the series in a release breaking bad the best blu-ray release to date. the 4k scan may also reveal minor image imperfections. there are four featurettes on the disc including: an interview: how breaking bad was produced; inside

the casting room; breaking bad the film; and breaking bad at home. the disc is also housed in a replica of the walter white
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zohan (adam sandler) is an israeli special forces soldier who is framed for a bombing of an apartment building and walks away scot-free. instead of being arrested, he fakes his own death, disguises himself as a woman, and poses as a hairdresser. while working at his new job, he falls in love with another customer, nicole (emmanuelle chriqui). filled with
sandlers trademark sensibilities, you dont mess with the zohan is a crowd-pleasing comedy about an israeli commando who disguises himself as a woman and heads to new york in hopes of replacing his lost good looks with money. any one familiar with the actor will enjoy his easy charisma, and the sight of adam sandler dressed as a blonde woman will

be just as amusing as its premise. in a comedy which plays fast and loose with form and rules, amid a pitch black backdrop, the audience sees in the lights the white blur of a woman carrying a briefcase , a brown line of a man's body, and the room they're in. hollywood's most unlikely war epic, a comedy/thriller set in post-9/11 israel where an israeli
special forces soldier (adam sandler) disguises himself as a woman and heads to new york to be a hairdresser. he chases a killer who has stolen his briefcase. steven spielberg directed. when the american military handed over custody of all captured terrorists to an israeli intelligence unit, zohan (adam sandler), an israeli special forces soldier, discovers

that his former captors are planning an attack on an important american bank. fleeing back to israel, he hatches a plan to fake his death and disappear while masquerading as a paris fashion designer in a hairdresser's shop. soon he's thrust into a battle against the assassins, as well as his old buddy gidoni (oded fehr), an experienced american agent who
tracks him. a large cast, including paul rudd, mira sorvino, and minnie driver also stars. director john dahl (the silence of the lambs) won this year's academy award for best director. 5ec8ef588b
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